Catholic World Student Congress
To Meet In New York, Sept. 2-9

Pax Romana, the international Catholic student organization, will hold its 18th annual congress in New York City on September 2-9.

The first Pax Romana congress in America will open on August 28 with a High Mass in the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington, D.C. The European delegates will arrive in New York the preceding day and will be welcomed in Congress as a luncheon given for them by the president and faculty of Manhattanville College. The study sessions, which will precede the congress program, will be held at the Catholic University of America in Washington.

On September 2 the delegates will have Washington in a special train bound for New York. They will stop en route at Philadelphia, where they will be the luncheon guests of Totsa Kapua Fraternity, the Catholic fraternity in non-Catholic colleges. The Congress program, which will convene at Fordham University in New York, will open on September 3 and close on September 8 or 9. Prior to it, a Catholic laymen and clergymen will address the congressists on topics related to the general theme of the university in national Catholic Action.

It is expected that 150 congressists will come from Europe. The congress will be sponsored by the five American Catholic federations which are affiliated to Pax Romana, namely, the National Catholic Alumni Federation, the National Federation of Catholic College Students, the Catholic Student Federation, the Thespians Fraternity, and the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League.

Doctor Ridley Discusses Social Disease For Women's League

Dr. G. L. Ridley, prominent physician of Grand Rapids, spoke to the Women's League on Thursday, March 9, on the most vital and interesting subject to medical disease.

Dr. Ridley spoke of the importance of good health and the dangers of strenuous dieting. He also said that iodine is needed in the body, and, in addition to the iodine contained in salt, a little diluted in water should be taken once a week.

In conclusion, Dr. Ridley informed the women that a balanced diet of good wholesome food was essential to lasting health.

Bishop Pinter Urges College Students To Work For Promotion Of Catholicity

His Excellency Celebrates St. Joseph's Feastday With Vesperal Service at College Church; Students Present Spiritual Bouquet

Conmemorating the feastday of his patron, St. Joseph, which occurs on March 19, His Excellency Bishop John J. Pinter, D.D., bishop of the diocese of Grand Rapids, will celebrate a High Mass for the clergy at the general assembly, Friday, March 17.

Mr. Muster, sophomore liberal arts student, welcomed the bishop with an appreciation of his energetic work in the promotion of the Catholic faith and Catholic Action in the diocese. Mr. Muster also presented His Excellency with a small bouquet.

A music selection "The MacDowell Club" by Chopin was rendered by Richard Goulain, and the college quartet, Leslie Pringley, Leo Jasper, Holt Ottaway, and Russell Callahan, accompanied by Anna Alexander entertained with two vocal selections, "Hail, Holy Joseph" and "Dubrasma Adoramus Te Christe".

"This, my feastday, is also your feastday," was said by His Excellency to the students, "because St. Joseph is..." (Continued on page 4)

J. E. Espinosa To Lecture At Next Assembly, April 21

"Preparing to Live" is the topic on which Dr. Jose E. Espinosa, Instructor in Spanish Language and Literature at the University of Detroit, will lecture at the Catholic Junior College on April 21, at the Knights of Columbus auditorium.

Dr. Espinosa has been a background for his lecture extensive education and experience. From the George Washington University he received the degree of Bachelor of Science in 1917. He also has to his credit the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the Catholic University of America in 1929. He had held the position of Executive Secretary of the National Association of United States in April, 1929. Dr. Espinosa was the instructor in Spanish Language at the Cornell University and was visiting professor of Spanish Literature at the University of New Mexico. He is Head of the Department of Modern Languages and has written of Studies at St. Francis Summer College, Albu querque, New Mexico.

Many students in the field of Spanish and Hispanic American literature and several widely used grammarians have been written by Doctor Espinosa.

Students Hear Talk About Tuberculosis

That the tuberculosis test is being administered to a college boy and girl was stressed by Mrs. LeRoy DeKoninck, of the Grand Rapids anti-tuberculosis society in her talk to the students on Wednesday, March 8.

Mrs. DeKoninck pointed out that the contact occurs in an early stage, and when the germ enters the body it becomes a new one. There are perhaps many people who have tuberculosis and are not aware of it. Therefore, an immediate cure is not obtained.

The information was given at the Monday and Friday after Mrs. De Koninck’s talk the Catholic Junior College faculty were given an opportunity to have the tuberculosis test at the college.
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John Charles Thomas, Opera Star, States Preference For Hamlet Role

The house lights had been turned on, and a smattering of applause, mingled with the sound of the hiss, from the walls of the auditorium, while John Charles Thomas, the Metropolitan Opera star, sat in a private dressing room, his face a picture of concentration. His ruddy face was wreathed in a smile, as he waited for the moment when he would step out onto the stage, to the applause and admiration of the audience.

"His ruddy face was wreathed in a smile, as he waited for the moment when he would step out onto the stage, to the applause and admiration of the audience."

Sister M. Noella Speaks For Two Freshman Groups

Sister M. Noella, O.P., head of the Division of Languages at the College, addressed both the morning and afternoon divisions of the freshman English class, Monday, March 13, on the subject of Roman culture. The Department of Music at C.A.C., which will be represented by a male quartet in which the harmonies of Leo Imperti, Hall Overton, Leonard Frankley, and Russell Callahan will be heard, this quartet uses standard arrangements and will present a special edition of Ferdinand the Bull as scored for mixed quartet.

The music school is sponsoring the "Campus Choir" which will open with a lovely Overture interpretation of Hoagy Carmichael's "Star Dust." Choir, orchestra, and complete cast are rehearsing "Great Expectations" by Dickens as a closing note to the musical term.

SAINT PULS

(Continued from page 2)

for more than a second—a word-picture whose colors and blend of the minds which make up this school? Fortunately, the intellect of our students is broad and they are quickly rebellious in the classroom by anyone interested. On the other hand, let's consider the fact that we need to read for a change, a delightfully written bit about the children and women. This is a great deal of information that we need to read, but if it adds a little fun to our reading, it will be worthwhile to do so. And if the editor of Representative Women has that swingy, lilting, interesting manner of writing let her keep it now and forever. After reading, I expected to see features with a great deal of news! No one really believes that at any assemblies the same people are represented mostly on his own is certainly no reason not to think it is fair that Catholic Junior College students of Catholic Junior College and to those of foreign countries a greater opportunity to be present at activities that would benefit for my Latin class. I say, if the editor of Representative Women manages to keep the almost for¬

Freshman Wants To See More Cooperation

Dear Editor:

As Representative Women, I cannot write this week without mentioning the importance of cooperation.

"My voice is a little raspy from over singing in it."

"Flower is a comedy; it has shown me that at any assemblies the same people are represented mostly on his own is certainly no reason not to think it is fair that Catholic Junior College students of Catholic Junior College and to those of foreign countries a greater opportunity to be present at activities that would benefit for my Latin class. I say, if the editor of Representative Women manages to keep the almost for¬

"Noella does, if I had the power to present such a world of important facts, my life course, but it was also of great bene¬

Keep Clothes New and Clean

"Flower is a comedy; it has shown me that at any assemblies the same people are represented mostly on his own is certainly no reason not to think it is fair that Catholic Junior College students of Catholic Junior College and to those of foreign countries a greater opportunity to be present at activities that would benefit for my Latin class. I say, if the editor of Representative Women manages to keep the almost for¬

... "Flower is a comedy; it has shown me that at any assemblies the same people are represented mostly on his own is certainly no reason not to think it is fair that Catholic Junior College students of Catholic Junior College and to those of foreign countries a greater opportunity to be present at activities that would benefit for my Latin class. I say, if the editor of Representative Women manages to keep the almost for¬

ENROLL NOW

in a tap — acrobatic — ballet — bulletin board

"Flower is a comedy; it has shown me that at any assemblies the same people are represented mostly on his own is certainly no reason not to think it is fair that Catholic Junior College students of Catholic Junior College and to those of foreign countries a greater opportunity to be present at activities that would benefit for my Latin class. I say, if the editor of Representative Women manages to keep the almost for¬

NEWSPAPER

FRESHMAN GROUPS

(Continued from page 1)
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KEEP OUR MINDS OPEN
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FRANKLIN'S MARKETS
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"Flower is a comedy; it has shown me that at any assemblies the same people are represented mostly on his own is certainly no reason not to think it is fair that Catholic Junior College students of Catholic Junior College and to those of foreign countries a greater opportunity to be present at activities that would benefit for my Latin class. I say, if the editor of Representative Women manages to keep the almost for¬
Bishop Advocates Spread Of Faith By Catholic Youth

(Continued from page 1) The universal patron of the church. We are living in troublesome times today, and we need the help of God. Our church needs the help of the people. Our bishop, Monsignor M. J. O'Leary, has invited us to come to the assistance of the church. He says, "Do something positive by example to plant the kingdom of God on earth. Out of your faith, your culture, your religion. It's a great comfort to have it. We have it. Why not others? It's a great comfort. I think we are fortunate to have the Catholic faith." "We should learn to know that faith." The Bishop explained that truth doesn't change. That which is not true. Non-Catholics accept a theory today and reject it tomorrow because they have no faith. They know that they are running away from a God who is watching everything that we do. We may not win or lose, but we will be happy. The opportunity to help others is great. Many young people today are growing up without faith. We need to teach them about God, without divine revelation. You have to accept faith. We can't change that. We don't want to change. We can't help them. We just have to show them. In that way they will be better."

"The opportunity to help are great. Many young people today are growing up without faith. We need to teach them about God, without divine revelation. You have to accept faith. We can't change that. We don't want to change. We can't help them. We just have to show them. In that way they will be better."

"The opportunity to help are great. Many young people today are growing up without faith. We need to teach them about God, without divine revelation. You have to accept faith. We can't change that. We don't want to change. We can't help them. We just have to show them. In that way they will be better."